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3.3. ReduceReduce

4.4. ReuseReuse

5.5. RecycleRecycle
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•• Energy used in production of goodsEnergy used in production of goods
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•• Methane from landfill, COMethane from landfill, CO22 from incinerationfrom incineration
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 incentives for producers to strive for zero waste are
reduced, since they are not fully responsible for all costs
and are too far removed from the end-of-life handling of
their products;

 incentives for municipalities to become more efficient and
reduce the costs of collection and diversion are reduced
because they do not bear the entire cost.”
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Page 7 – Towards a zero-waste future
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•• Incentive to reduce waste disappearedIncentive to reduce waste disappeared –– no cost implicationsno cost implications

•• Garbage vanished at the curbGarbage vanished at the curb –– no matter how much was put outno matter how much was put out

•• Waste increased dramatically in the Postwar periodWaste increased dramatically in the Postwar period –– consumerconsumer
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Early CoEarly Co--opsopsEarly CoEarly Co--opsops
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waste needed to be properly sorted in orderwaste needed to be properly sorted in order
to maximize valueto maximize value

 Governments realized that recycling couldGovernments realized that recycling could
reduce wastereduce waste –– early efforts copied coearly efforts copied co--opop
depotsdepots
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The Bluebox is bornThe Bluebox is bornThe Bluebox is bornThe Bluebox is born
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 Minimal sortingMinimal sorting –– led to glut of unsorted worthlessled to glut of unsorted worthless
glassglass

 FiveFive--year phase inyear phase in –– immediate acceptanceimmediate acceptance
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 FiveFive--year phase inyear phase in –– immediate acceptanceimmediate acceptance

 Phase 2 & 3Phase 2 & 3 –– more items addedmore items added –– rapidrapid
acceptanceacceptance

 Consumers keep pushing for more categoriesConsumers keep pushing for more categories

 Municipalities divergeMunicipalities diverge –– system gettingsystem getting
increasingly complexincreasingly complex
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Near Zero Waste is achievableNear Zero Waste is achievableNear Zero Waste is achievableNear Zero Waste is achievable

 Region hasRegion has
adopted goal ofadopted goal of
70% diversion by70% diversion by
20102010

 By increasingBy increasing

 Region hasRegion has
adopted goal ofadopted goal of
70% diversion by70% diversion by
20102010

 By increasingBy increasing

Year
Diversion

rate
Residual

%
Projected
tonnage*

20102010 7070 3030 79,99479,994

20152015 7575 2525 65,83665,836
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By increasingBy increasing
diversion just 1%diversion just 1%
per year,per year,
Durham canDurham can
achieve nearachieve near
zero waste, evenzero waste, even
without mywithout my
proposalproposal

By increasingBy increasing
diversion just 1%diversion just 1%
per year,per year,
Durham canDurham can
achieve nearachieve near
zero waste, evenzero waste, even
without mywithout my
proposalproposal

20202020 8080 2020 72,48372,483

20252025 8585 1515 59,30459,304

20302030 9090 1010 42,40542,405

20352035 9595 55 22,72822,728

* Numbers extrapolated from Deloitte business case* Numbers extrapolated from Deloitte business case* Numbers extrapolated from Deloitte business case* Numbers extrapolated from Deloitte business case
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The ‘Players’The ‘Players’The ‘Players’The ‘Players’

 Producers (Manufacturers, Importers,Producers (Manufacturers, Importers,
Farmers, Distributors, etc)Farmers, Distributors, etc)

 Consumers (Individuals, Businesses,Consumers (Individuals, Businesses,
Institutions)Institutions)

 Producers (Manufacturers, Importers,Producers (Manufacturers, Importers,
Farmers, Distributors, etc)Farmers, Distributors, etc)

 Consumers (Individuals, Businesses,Consumers (Individuals, Businesses,
Institutions)Institutions)
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Institutions)Institutions)

 Waste CompaniesWaste Companies

Institutions)Institutions)

 Waste CompaniesWaste Companies

 GovernmentGovernment GovernmentGovernment
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“Ontario’s Blue Box program is a shared“Ontario’s Blue Box program is a shared
responsibility programresponsibility program
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the recycling of waste from their taxpayers.the recycling of waste from their taxpayers.
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discharge their responsibility by reimbursingdischarge their responsibility by reimbursing
municipal governments for a portion of the costs ofmunicipal governments for a portion of the costs of
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municipal governments for a portion of the costs ofmunicipal governments for a portion of the costs of
the Blue Box Program.the Blue Box Program.

 In theory, municipalities contribute existingIn theory, municipalities contribute existing
infrastructure and programs to facilitate consumerinfrastructure and programs to facilitate consumer
participation in diversion programs. Taxpayers payparticipation in diversion programs. Taxpayers pay
municipal costs, generally on an equalized basismunicipal costs, generally on an equalized basis
as part of their property taxes.”as part of their property taxes.”
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Page 6Page 6 –– Towards a zeroTowards a zero--waste futurewaste future ––
Discussion Paper for Public ConsultationDiscussion Paper for Public Consultation
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Evolving Role of GovernmentEvolving Role of GovernmentEvolving Role of GovernmentEvolving Role of Government

 Service provider role eroded by:Service provider role eroded by:
•• Contracting out of garbage collectionContracting out of garbage collection

•• BlueboxingBlueboxing –– business side of recyclingbusiness side of recycling

 Government role has become fragmented andGovernment role has become fragmented and
inconsistentinconsistent –– OMMRI, CSR, WDO, StewardshipOMMRI, CSR, WDO, Stewardship
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inconsistentinconsistent –– OMMRI, CSR, WDO, StewardshipOMMRI, CSR, WDO, Stewardship
Ontario >> ?Ontario >> ?
•• Every municipality going its own wayEvery municipality going its own way

 recycling different range of itemsrecycling different range of items

 Some have gone paySome have gone pay--asas--youyou--throwthrow

 Different bag limitsDifferent bag limits

 Municipalities increasingly at the mercy of a fewMunicipalities increasingly at the mercy of a few
large waste companieslarge waste companies
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The evolving role of governmentThe evolving role of governmentThe evolving role of governmentThe evolving role of government

 Government as a service providerGovernment as a service provider –– uniform costuniform cost
to each taxpayerto each taxpayer –– efficientefficient

 Service role now performed by private wasteService role now performed by private waste
companiescompanies

 Government is now micromanaging in a complex,Government is now micromanaging in a complex,
fragmented, nonfragmented, non--uniform, largely private systemuniform, largely private system
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fragmented, nonfragmented, non--uniform, largely private systemuniform, largely private system
 Many good ideas in play but most would be moreMany good ideas in play but most would be more

efficiently delivered by the private sector:efficiently delivered by the private sector:
•• Real time response to changing conditionsReal time response to changing conditions
•• Innovation not the strong suit of governmentInnovation not the strong suit of government

 Government should set diversion targets and letGovernment should set diversion targets and let
the private sector determine how best to meetthe private sector determine how best to meet
themthem –– more efficientmore efficient
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Wrong TurnWrong TurnWrong TurnWrong Turn

 System is fragmented and confusing to residents,System is fragmented and confusing to residents,
businesses and even governmentbusinesses and even government

 Decisions of what gets recycled and how are being madeDecisions of what gets recycled and how are being made
by committees of highby committees of high--paid bureaucratspaid bureaucrats -- private sectorprivate sector
more efficientmore efficient

 System is fragmented and confusing to residents,System is fragmented and confusing to residents,
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more efficientmore efficient

 Governments are competing with each other for marketsGovernments are competing with each other for markets

 Smaller markets for recyclables are ignored becauseSmaller markets for recyclables are ignored because
governments have huge quantities to sellgovernments have huge quantities to sell

 Government should have reGovernment should have re--examined its role whenexamined its role when
recycling and contractingrecycling and contracting--out beganout began -- should have movedshould have moved
to its traditional role of regulating and licensingto its traditional role of regulating and licensing

more efficientmore efficient
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Producer ResponsibilityProducer ResponsibilityProducer ResponsibilityProducer Responsibility

 Good idea, but not very real because anyGood idea, but not very real because any
costs put back onto producers will be paidcosts put back onto producers will be paid
by consumers through increased pricesby consumers through increased prices

 Provincial government has created complexProvincial government has created complex
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 Provincial government has created complexProvincial government has created complex
system involving Waste Diversion Ontariosystem involving Waste Diversion Ontario
(WDO) and Stewardship Ontario(WDO) and Stewardship Ontario

 System helps to fund bluebox program butSystem helps to fund bluebox program but
provides no incentive to individual producersprovides no incentive to individual producers
to reduce waste or sell better qualityto reduce waste or sell better quality
productsproducts
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That was all backgroundThat was all backgroundThat was all backgroundThat was all background
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tax bill at true cost including direct subsidiestax bill at true cost including direct subsidies
(WDO, etc.) and indirect subsidies from ICI and(WDO, etc.) and indirect subsidies from ICI and
MURB sectorsMURB sectors
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MURB sectorsMURB sectors

 Consumers assume responsibility for theConsumers assume responsibility for the
cost of disposing their wastecost of disposing their waste
•• Step 2: Allow Homeowners to opt out ofStep 2: Allow Homeowners to opt out of

municipal waste services by contractingmunicipal waste services by contracting
individually with a waste diversion coindividually with a waste diversion co--op or aop or a
private waste contractorprivate waste contractor
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Two Waste Management ChoicesTwo Waste Management ChoicesTwo Waste Management ChoicesTwo Waste Management Choices

1.1. Waste Recycling CoWaste Recycling Co--opop
2.2. Waste collection contractorWaste collection contractor

 Both options are private sectorBoth options are private sector
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 Both options are private sectorBoth options are private sector
 Both options provide competitive choicesBoth options provide competitive choices

(Default Option: If a homeowner or business fails to(Default Option: If a homeowner or business fails to
either join a coeither join a co--op or contract with a wasteop or contract with a waste
collector they will be assigned to a defaultcollector they will be assigned to a default
municipal contract.)municipal contract.)

 Both options are private sectorBoth options are private sector
 Both options provide competitive choicesBoth options provide competitive choices

(Default Option: If a homeowner or business fails to(Default Option: If a homeowner or business fails to
either join a coeither join a co--op or contract with a wasteop or contract with a waste
collector they will be assigned to a defaultcollector they will be assigned to a default
municipal contract.)municipal contract.)
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Consumer StewardshipConsumer StewardshipConsumer StewardshipConsumer Stewardship

 People who waste less / recycle more willPeople who waste less / recycle more will
pay lesspay less

 This gives people incentives to chooseThis gives people incentives to choose
products that are less wastefulproducts that are less wasteful
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products that are less wastefulproducts that are less wasteful

 Producers will be directly impacted by theseProducers will be directly impacted by these
choiceschoices

products that are less wastefulproducts that are less wasteful
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choiceschoices
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Waste Recycling CoWaste Recycling Co--opsopsWaste Recycling CoWaste Recycling Co--opsops

 Belong to their membersBelong to their members –– membership fee providesmembership fee provides
operating capitaloperating capital

 Driven by the revenues which can be recovered fromDriven by the revenues which can be recovered from
recyclablesrecyclables -- minus the cost of disposing of residueminus the cost of disposing of residue

 Members will expectMembers will expect theirtheir coco--op to maximize theop to maximize the
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 Members will expectMembers will expect theirtheir coco--op to maximize theop to maximize the
opportunities to recycle and to minimize the residueopportunities to recycle and to minimize the residue

 Members will expect dividendMembers will expect dividend

 CoCo--ops will be competing against each other and withops will be competing against each other and with
contractors. Cocontractors. Co--ops which consistently recycle more andops which consistently recycle more and
pay the highest dividends will attract the most members.pay the highest dividends will attract the most members.
This will ensure that higher and higher diversion rates areThis will ensure that higher and higher diversion rates are
achieved.achieved.
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How a Recycling CoHow a Recycling Co--op would work: 1op would work: 1How a Recycling CoHow a Recycling Co--op would work: 1op would work: 1

 Neigbourhood depotsNeigbourhood depots –– ideal location wouldideal location would
be in shopping plazas where people arebe in shopping plazas where people are
already shoppingalready shopping

 Members bring their recyclables to depotMembers bring their recyclables to depot
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 Members bring their recyclables to depotMembers bring their recyclables to depot

•• Materials sorted into many more categories inMaterials sorted into many more categories in
order to maximize valueorder to maximize value

•• e.g. glass sorted into clear, brown, green; papere.g. glass sorted into clear, brown, green; paper
sorted into newspapers, magazines, fine officesorted into newspapers, magazines, fine office
paper, etc.paper, etc.
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How a Recycling CoHow a Recycling Co--op would work: 2op would work: 2How a Recycling CoHow a Recycling Co--op would work: 2op would work: 2

 Members have a magnetic or barcode card whichMembers have a magnetic or barcode card which
is scannedis scanned
•• Recyclables are all weighed by category and enteredRecyclables are all weighed by category and entered

into their account on computerinto their account on computer
 Essentially the same process as a supermarket checkoutEssentially the same process as a supermarket checkout

using offusing off--thethe--shelf pointshelf point--ofof--sale softwaresale software

•• Residue weighed, and recorded on their accountResidue weighed, and recorded on their account
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•• Residue weighed, and recorded on their accountResidue weighed, and recorded on their account
•• Account record available onAccount record available on--lineline

 CoCo--op sources buyers, and sells recyclablesop sources buyers, and sells recyclables
•• Members are credited with the actual value received forMembers are credited with the actual value received for

their recyclables and debited the cost of disposing of thetheir recyclables and debited the cost of disposing of the
residueresidue

•• Members pay operating costs of coMembers pay operating costs of co--opop
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The importance of source separationThe importance of source separationThe importance of source separationThe importance of source separation

 Source separation is usually more accurateSource separation is usually more accurate

 Less handlingLess handling

 CleanerCleaner

 Source separation avoids cross contaminationSource separation avoids cross contamination ––

 Source separation is usually more accurateSource separation is usually more accurate

 Less handlingLess handling

 CleanerCleaner

 Source separation avoids cross contaminationSource separation avoids cross contamination ––
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 Source separation avoids cross contaminationSource separation avoids cross contamination ––
once glass is broken it is nearly impossible toonce glass is broken it is nearly impossible to
separate it by colourseparate it by colour

 Cross contamination greatly reduces the value ofCross contamination greatly reduces the value of
recyclablesrecyclables

 Mechanical and optical sorting is expensive, dirtyMechanical and optical sorting is expensive, dirty
and dangerous workand dangerous work
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Recyclables need to be sortedRecyclables need to be sortedRecyclables need to be sortedRecyclables need to be sorted
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•• BrownBrown

•• GreenGreen

•• windowwindow
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•• Mixed Paper &Mixed Paper &

magazinesmagazines -- $9 per tonne$9 per tonne

•• NewsprintNewsprint -- $39 per$39 per
tonnetonne

•• Sorted office paperSorted office paper -- $64$64
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 CardboardCardboard
•• Old corrugatedOld corrugated

cardboardcardboard

•• Box boardBox board

•• (manila folders)(manila folders)

 PlasticPlastic
•• Sort by type and colourSort by type and colour
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per tonneper tonne

•• White ledgerWhite ledger -- $114 per$114 per
tonnetonne

•• Waxed Cup StockWaxed Cup Stock -- $19$19
per tonneper tonne

 http://www.recycle.nethttp://www.recycle.net
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Markets for recyclablesMarkets for recyclablesMarkets for recyclablesMarkets for recyclables

 Volatile because supply is too variable forVolatile because supply is too variable for
industry to stake their future on itindustry to stake their future on it

 Markets will stabilize when quantities andMarkets will stabilize when quantities and
quality become dependable enough thatquality become dependable enough that
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quality become dependable enough thatquality become dependable enough that
recycling industries will compete for goodrecycling industries will compete for good
quality materialquality material

 Recyclables already compete with rawRecyclables already compete with raw
materials in metal and paper marketsmaterials in metal and paper markets –– asas
raw materials go up in price so willraw materials go up in price so will
recyclablesrecyclables

quality become dependable enough thatquality become dependable enough that
recycling industries will compete for goodrecycling industries will compete for good
quality materialquality material

 Recyclables already compete with rawRecyclables already compete with raw
materials in metal and paper marketsmaterials in metal and paper markets –– asas
raw materials go up in price so willraw materials go up in price so will
recyclablesrecyclables
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New MarketsNew MarketsNew MarketsNew Markets

 Almost anything can be recycled, but thereAlmost anything can be recycled, but there
may be a costmay be a cost

 Need greater emphasis on achievingNeed greater emphasis on achieving
diversion targets and less on revenuediversion targets and less on revenue ––

 Almost anything can be recycled, but thereAlmost anything can be recycled, but there
may be a costmay be a cost

 Need greater emphasis on achievingNeed greater emphasis on achieving
diversion targets and less on revenuediversion targets and less on revenue ––
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diversion targets and less on revenuediversion targets and less on revenue ––
push the envelopepush the envelope

 Mandated recycling targets will lead to newMandated recycling targets will lead to new
players willing to recycle new materialsplayers willing to recycle new materials

 In a private sector solution, this is no longerIn a private sector solution, this is no longer
a tax issuea tax issue
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Who would join a coWho would join a co--op?op?Who would join a coWho would join a co--op?op?

 Advantageous to anyone currently recyclingAdvantageous to anyone currently recycling
more than 50%more than 50% -- currently about half of allcurrently about half of all
residentsresidents

 Driven by desire to recycle even moreDriven by desire to recycle even more ––
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 Driven by desire to recycle even moreDriven by desire to recycle even more ––
currently stymied by government policiescurrently stymied by government policies

 CoCo--ops will work closely with their membersops will work closely with their members
to identify ways to avoid wasteto identify ways to avoid waste

 Driven by desire save money / make moneyDriven by desire save money / make money
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The role of waste collection contractorsThe role of waste collection contractorsThe role of waste collection contractorsThe role of waste collection contractors

 Waste collection contractors will negotiate individualWaste collection contractors will negotiate individual
contracts with homeownerscontracts with homeowners

 Retail Waste Contracts will be tailored to individualRetail Waste Contracts will be tailored to individual
homeowners based on questionnaires and sales interviewshomeowners based on questionnaires and sales interviews

 All waste to be sorted to achieve the regulated diversionAll waste to be sorted to achieve the regulated diversion
targettarget

 Contracts will include commitments on both sides as toContracts will include commitments on both sides as to

 Waste collection contractors will negotiate individualWaste collection contractors will negotiate individual
contracts with homeownerscontracts with homeowners

 Retail Waste Contracts will be tailored to individualRetail Waste Contracts will be tailored to individual
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 Contracts will include commitments on both sides as toContracts will include commitments on both sides as to
who (contractor or homeowner) will do sorting and howwho (contractor or homeowner) will do sorting and how
much. Cheaper if homeowner does their own sortingmuch. Cheaper if homeowner does their own sorting ––
more expensive if contractor does itmore expensive if contractor does it

 Responsibility of the contractor to ensure the homeownerResponsibility of the contractor to ensure the homeowner
knows what they are recycling and howknows what they are recycling and how

 Shift will be similar to the retailization of the gas andShift will be similar to the retailization of the gas and
electricity marketselectricity markets –– but the waste business offers genuinebut the waste business offers genuine
choices and opportunities.choices and opportunities.
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The Regulatory Role of GovernmentThe Regulatory Role of GovernmentThe Regulatory Role of GovernmentThe Regulatory Role of Government

 All coAll co--ops and waste contractors will be licensedops and waste contractors will be licensed

 Licensing will require ‘level of comfort’ that licensee has theLicensing will require ‘level of comfort’ that licensee has the
knowledge and capacity to handle waste safelyknowledge and capacity to handle waste safely

 Regulation will include overall diversion levels which wouldRegulation will include overall diversion levels which would
be gradually increasedbe gradually increased –– might include specific targets: e.g.might include specific targets: e.g.
90% of hazardous waste90% of hazardous waste

 All coAll co--ops and waste contractors will be licensedops and waste contractors will be licensed

 Licensing will require ‘level of comfort’ that licensee has theLicensing will require ‘level of comfort’ that licensee has the
knowledge and capacity to handle waste safelyknowledge and capacity to handle waste safely

 Regulation will include overall diversion levels which wouldRegulation will include overall diversion levels which would
be gradually increasedbe gradually increased –– might include specific targets: e.g.might include specific targets: e.g.
90% of hazardous waste90% of hazardous waste
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90% of hazardous waste90% of hazardous waste

 Regulation might include guidelines for final disposition ofRegulation might include guidelines for final disposition of
residual: e.g. no exporting, no landfilling or incineration ofresidual: e.g. no exporting, no landfilling or incineration of
recyclablesrecyclables

 CoCo--ops and contractors must maintain records which areops and contractors must maintain records which are
auditable on an individual contract level so that the level ofauditable on an individual contract level so that the level of
diversion can be verifieddiversion can be verified

 Barcoding will allow the automatic capture of informationBarcoding will allow the automatic capture of information
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About Waste auditingAbout Waste auditingAbout Waste auditingAbout Waste auditing

 Auditing normally thought of in connection withAuditing normally thought of in connection with
finance but is also applied to quality audits (ISOfinance but is also applied to quality audits (ISO
9000), environmental audits (ISO 14000),9000), environmental audits (ISO 14000),
circulation audits (ABC), etc.circulation audits (ABC), etc.

 An audit is a verifiable ‘paper trail’An audit is a verifiable ‘paper trail’
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 An audit is a verifiable ‘paper trail’An audit is a verifiable ‘paper trail’

 In waste auditing, the paper trail documents allIn waste auditing, the paper trail documents all
waste received and tracks it to where and how itwaste received and tracks it to where and how it
was disposedwas disposed

 A valid audit has to balance: i.e. outputs = inputsA valid audit has to balance: i.e. outputs = inputs

 Submission of satisfactory audits would be aSubmission of satisfactory audits would be a
criteria for license renewalcriteria for license renewal
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 In waste auditing, the paper trail documents allIn waste auditing, the paper trail documents all
waste received and tracks it to where and how itwaste received and tracks it to where and how it
was disposedwas disposed

 A valid audit has to balance: i.e. outputs = inputsA valid audit has to balance: i.e. outputs = inputs

 Submission of satisfactory audits would be aSubmission of satisfactory audits would be a
criteria for license renewalcriteria for license renewal
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How this will affect governmentHow this will affect governmentHow this will affect governmentHow this will affect government

 Councillors will no longer be frontlineCouncillors will no longer be frontline
‘customer service representatives’‘customer service representatives’

 Municipal switchboards would have aMunicipal switchboards would have a
database of contracts so that anydatabase of contracts so that any
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database of contracts so that anydatabase of contracts so that any
complaints would be referred back to thecomplaints would be referred back to the
contractor or cocontractor or co--opop

 Homeowners have choicesHomeowners have choices -- if they areif they are
unhappy with their contractor or counhappy with their contractor or co--op theyop they
can find anothercan find another
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(Default Option)(Default Option)(Default Option)(Default Option)

 If a homeowner or business fails to either join aIf a homeowner or business fails to either join a
coco--op or contract with a waste collector they willop or contract with a waste collector they will
be assigned to a default municipal contract.be assigned to a default municipal contract.
•• This option would deliberately be set as the mostThis option would deliberately be set as the most

expensive in order to encourage people to choose oneexpensive in order to encourage people to choose one
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expensive in order to encourage people to choose oneexpensive in order to encourage people to choose one
of the othersof the others

•• The default municipal option would be the most basic.The default municipal option would be the most basic.
Waste would be weighed and charged by weight. TheWaste would be weighed and charged by weight. The
contractor would be required to sort the waste and meetcontractor would be required to sort the waste and meet
all diversion targets and would bill the municipalityall diversion targets and would bill the municipality
accordinglyaccordingly

•• Municipality would add that cost to the homeowner’s taxMunicipality would add that cost to the homeowner’s tax
billbill -- (reference: property standards)(reference: property standards)
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 Contracts will require each homeowner’s trash toContracts will require each homeowner’s trash to
reach the regulated level of diversionreach the regulated level of diversion –– sorting willsorting will
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•• the contractorthe contractor –– who will charge for itwho will charge for it
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tools for them to leverage their purchasingtools for them to leverage their purchasing
power to influence decisions on productpower to influence decisions on product
design, or the type and quantity ofdesign, or the type and quantity of
packaging associated with products is key topackaging associated with products is key to
enhancing waste diversion and building aenhancing waste diversion and building a
green economy.”green economy.”
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How this will affect producersHow this will affect producersHow this will affect producersHow this will affect producers

 The concept of producer responsibility isThe concept of producer responsibility is
something of a red herringsomething of a red herring –– whatever costswhatever costs
are placed on the producer are ultimatelyare placed on the producer are ultimately
paid for by the consumerpaid for by the consumer
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 “Consumer stewardship” directly impacts the“Consumer stewardship” directly impacts the
producerproducer –– if a consumer doesn’t buy aif a consumer doesn’t buy a
product because it is overpackaged or poorproduct because it is overpackaged or poor
quality, the producer is directly impactedquality, the producer is directly impacted
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Other MeasuresOther MeasuresOther MeasuresOther Measures

 Government needs to mandate directGovernment needs to mandate direct
incentives to consumersincentives to consumers

•• Refunds for Bottle returnsRefunds for Bottle returns

•• Credits for CradleCredits for Cradle--toto--cradle returnscradle returns
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ReuseReuse

 Targeted taxes on selected itemsTargeted taxes on selected items
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•• Plastic water bottlesPlastic water bottles
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MURBsMURBsMURBsMURBs

 Apartments also required to meet diversionApartments also required to meet diversion
targets. Options for apartment owners:targets. Options for apartment owners:
•• Pick up as now by a waste contractor, but contractorPick up as now by a waste contractor, but contractor

will have to sort garbage to meet recycling targets.will have to sort garbage to meet recycling targets.
Contractor will charge landlord who will pass the cost onContractor will charge landlord who will pass the cost on
to the tenantsto the tenants
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to the tenantsto the tenants
•• Apartment owner will work with tenants to achieveApartment owner will work with tenants to achieve

targets and reduce waste costs. Costs passed on totargets and reduce waste costs. Costs passed on to
tenantstenants

•• Apartment owner might set up his own coApartment owner might set up his own co--op orop or
encourage tenants to join an outside coencourage tenants to join an outside co--op (the garbageop (the garbage
tax for these tenants would be removed from thetax for these tenants would be removed from the
landlord’s property tax.landlord’s property tax.

 Similar considerations in CondosSimilar considerations in Condos
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ICI SectorICI SectorICI SectorICI Sector

 Not currently engagedNot currently engaged –– needs to beneeds to be ––
identified in MOE discussion paperidentified in MOE discussion paper

 Currently directed by the provinceCurrently directed by the province ––
encouraged to do waste audits and developencouraged to do waste audits and develop
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little interest or effortlittle interest or effort

 Because they are so far behind (generally)Because they are so far behind (generally)
and because the problem is far moreand because the problem is far more
diversediverse –– longer phase in may be requiredlonger phase in may be required
for some sectorsfor some sectors
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Commercial / IndustrialCommercial / IndustrialCommercial / IndustrialCommercial / Industrial

 Where special circumstances exist:Where special circumstances exist:
•• require statements indicating levels of diversion andrequire statements indicating levels of diversion and

plans to achieve diversion targets with a reasonableplans to achieve diversion targets with a reasonable
timeframe… with penalties for false statementstimeframe… with penalties for false statements
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•• Businesses would write their own waste diversion plans,Businesses would write their own waste diversion plans,
and, as long as they are reasonably aggressive, theyand, as long as they are reasonably aggressive, they
would be acceptedwould be accepted

•• Businesses which request it would be offeredBusinesses which request it would be offered
specialized assistance to achieve targetsspecialized assistance to achieve targets

•• Businesses would file annual waste statementsBusinesses would file annual waste statements
indicating their progressindicating their progress –– perhaps audited. Penaltiesperhaps audited. Penalties
for false statementsfor false statements
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Comparable ModelsComparable ModelsComparable ModelsComparable Models

 Planning departmentsPlanning departments

•• Zoning bylaws determine what can be builtZoning bylaws determine what can be built

•• Building codes determine how it is builtBuilding codes determine how it is built

•• But private sector does the buildingBut private sector does the building
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Business VariablesBusiness VariablesBusiness VariablesBusiness Variables

 Contractors and CoContractors and Co--ops are free to adjust theirops are free to adjust their
structures and pricing in order to remainstructures and pricing in order to remain
competitivecompetitive

 Some businesses will be small, some large, someSome businesses will be small, some large, some
will be specialized, some will be verticallywill be specialized, some will be vertically
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integratedintegrated

 Some businesses and coSome businesses and co--ops will band together toops will band together to
achieve efficienciesachieve efficiencies

 Regulation needs to focus on the goals andRegulation needs to focus on the goals and
leave the structures and methods to theleave the structures and methods to the
innovative capacity of the private sectorinnovative capacity of the private sector
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Winners / LosersWinners / LosersWinners / LosersWinners / Losers

 Most homeowners will love thisMost homeowners will love this
•• Offers opportunity to do the right thing AND be rewarded for theirOffers opportunity to do the right thing AND be rewarded for their

effortsefforts
•• Offers more optionsOffers more options
•• Less governmentLess government
•• Exception: the 10Exception: the 10--15% who don’t recycle15% who don’t recycle
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•• Exception: the 10Exception: the 10--15% who don’t recycle15% who don’t recycle

 Politicians should love itPoliticians should love it
•• Waste will quickly disappear as a political football as homeownersWaste will quickly disappear as a political football as homeowners

get used to the choices they have and are no longer treated asget used to the choices they have and are no longer treated as
square pegs in round holessquare pegs in round holes

 Senior bureaucrats will not like it because it will turn theirSenior bureaucrats will not like it because it will turn their
world upside downworld upside down

 Most businesses will buy in as long as the rules are appliedMost businesses will buy in as long as the rules are applied
fairlyfairly
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 Waste companiesWaste companies –– this will require them tothis will require them to
change the way they do businesschange the way they do business –– but theybut they
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will adjustwill adjust

 Some MURBs and ICI will be opposed. MostSome MURBs and ICI will be opposed. Most
have been pretty much detached from thehave been pretty much detached from the
waste issue up til nowwaste issue up til now

 Incineration lobby will fight this tooth andIncineration lobby will fight this tooth and
nailnail –– a $billion in lost businessa $billion in lost business
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What about current infrastructureWhat about current infrastructureWhat about current infrastructureWhat about current infrastructure
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Current DiversionCurrent DiversionCurrent DiversionCurrent Diversion
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Anticipated DiversionAnticipated DiversionAnticipated DiversionAnticipated Diversion
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Complicated?Complicated?Complicated?Complicated?

 Status quo is always perceived as simplerStatus quo is always perceived as simpler
because it what you do without thinkingbecause it what you do without thinking

 Current system is in fact very complex andCurrent system is in fact very complex and
bureaucraticbureaucratic
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 Change is always regarded as complicatedChange is always regarded as complicated
because it is perceived as requiringbecause it is perceived as requiring
additional stepsadditional steps

 Proposed system is actually much simpler,Proposed system is actually much simpler,
more transparent and less bureaucraticmore transparent and less bureaucratic
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•• Audit proceduresAudit procedures
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The EndThe EndThe EndThe End
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